Your body is a temple

Flee from sexual immorality. All other sins a person commits are outside the body, but whoever sins sexually, sins against their own body. Do you not know that your bodies are temples of the Holy Spirit, who is in you, whom you have received from God? You are not your own; you were bought at a price. Therefore honor God with your bodies. — 1 Corinthians 6:18-20

Abstract

In *A Secular Age*, Philosopher Charles Taylor describes a set of conditions for modern life that one sees at play in contemporary approaches to human identity, gender, and sexuality. The conditions he identifies are the result of ‘subtraction story’ that leads to a disenchanted, immanent, universe, that gives rise to a ‘buffered self,’ producing an individualism where people are freed from a transcendent ordering of the cosmos to pursue their desired *authentic* ‘identity’ through personal choice. Taylor suggests our buffered selves are left seeking ‘fullness’ in this immanent frame, while haunted by what has been subtracted. One way he describes the experience of this haunting is as a ‘frisson’ — a ‘skin orgasm.’

This paper suggests that in the technological age of Grindr, Tinder and pornography; things are worse than *A Secular Age* suggests; that technology amplifies the immanent reality of the ‘buffered self’ and leaves individuals using their bodies to pursue an ‘authentic’ self that cannot satisfy where sexual ‘frisson’ is increasingly disconnected from ‘fullness’ or any sense of the transcendent.

This essay argues that a Christian response to the contemporary debate around sexuality and gender informed by Taylor’s is to seek to re-enchant our bodies by creating a new social imaginary, by living and telling an enchanted, subversive, counter-narrative that orients us as embodied characters within the divinely ordered cosmos, where our lives — and sex itself — have a sacramental quality and a transcendent telos. In this story, our bodies are temples where the transcendent and immanent come together as we, in communion, ‘image’ Christ, telling and living his story.
The new media social imaginary

Charles Taylor published *A Secular Age* in 2007. In 2007 the first iPhone was released, YouTube was two years old, and Netflix had just begun streaming after years as a DVD mail-out service. Facebook was three years old. Same sex marriage was legal in just the Netherlands, Belgium, Spain, Canada, and South Africa. Internet pornography was already a billion dollar industry, but increased uptake of ‘smart phones’ would profoundly shift its consumption and social effects.¹ Location based ‘gay hook up’ phone app Grindr launched in 2009; Tinder, a hook up app for heterosexuals, launched in 2012. Since Taylor published, the landscape has substantially shifted; our ‘social imaginary’ has changed.

Despite these changes, Taylor’s thesis accounts for modern views about the body, our pursuit of fullness, and the way technology accelerates an ‘excarnation’ process. The modern view of the body, sexuality and gender, has been ‘disenchanted’ although we still experience a haunting ‘frisson’ in moments that hint of transcendence.

While Taylor has much to contribute specifically on gender,² I will focus specifically on sexual relationships, and the experience of oneness and pleasure as they relate to fullness. I will argue that Christians must pursue the re-enchantment of the body, through providing an alternative vision of the relationship between sex and fullness. While I will not see Taylor’s insights framing our contribution to contemporary political debates,³ they encourage Christians to form an alternative ‘social imaginary;’ a polis that embodies a coherent and compelling vision shaped by its story; a community that re-enchants and re-sacramentalises our bodies and how

---


² specifically through his work on embodiment, which would provide a consistent framework for addressing both gender and sexuality.

³ I’m also keen to avoid what James Davison Hunter describes as the ‘politicisation of everything.’
we use them as ‘temples of the Holy Spirit.’\(^4\) Without such an investment our contributions to debates will be rendered implausible, and may compound the distance between Christians and the world.

**Do you not know that your bodies are temples? A ‘cosmic’ understanding of our embodied life together**

The Apostle Paul urges Christians in sex-saturated Corinth to avoid sexual immorality, because as believers in-dwelt by the Holy Spirit, they are ‘temples’ of the living God and belong to him.\(^5\)

In the ancient world Temples functioned as portals between heaven and earth; an overlapping of the transcendent and the immanent realms, where the divine would interact with the world.\(^6\) As God’s Spirit dwells in human bodies, the notion of temple is democratized, providing a ‘sacred’ vision of the body as it occupies space that might otherwise be ‘secular’; this there is a sacred call on our bodies sexually, not just individually, but in community. This sacred call is also found in the *telos* for humanity embedded in the “image of God.” Humans are imprinted with God’s image, such that we belong to him,\(^7\) and have the created purpose of ‘imaging’ or representing him in the world.\(^8\) Christian bodies have been ‘redeemed;’\(^9\) recreated and recast as ‘God’s handiwork’ (ποιήμα) created to do good works.\(^10\) This Greek word only occurs in one other place in the New Testament, where it describes how

---


\(^5\) 1 Corinthians 6:19


\(^7\) Genesis 1:26-28, Matthew 22:20


\(^9\) 1 Corinthians 6:19

\(^10\) Ephesians 2:10
what has been made had a created purpose, or *telos*, to ‘reveal the divine nature and character of God.’11

Temples and god-images were part of the architecture of belief, or ‘social imaginary’ from the Ancient Near East, through to the Roman empire, where temples and images (including coins) were part of the ‘enchanted’ fabric of life, reinforcing belief that the state was a manifestation of divine will and heavenly order.12 For Christians, the call to be both ‘temples’ and ‘images,’ as ‘the body,’13 was a call to a new social imaginary; an architecture supporting Christian belief. This required an *ethos* consistent with the story of Christianity; the Gospel of Jesus, the true image of the invisible God.14 This ‘purpose’ also goes beyond ‘representation’ of God to include an expansive ‘mission’ to see God’s presence and ‘fullness’ spread throughout the cosmos as it is reconciled in Christ.15

---

11 Romans 1:20
13 1 Corinthians 12, 1 Peter 2:4-10, Romans 12:1 is also interesting here in its shift from the plural ‘offer yourselves’ to the singular “as a living sacrifice”.
14 Colossians 1:15-23, 3:1-15
15 Consider how the ‘cultural mandate’ of Genesis 1:28 is caught up by the ‘Great Commission’ of Matthew 28, and how both anticipate the redemptive, reconciling, re-creating work of the son (Colossians 1:15-23), with the ultimate merging of heavens and earth as one giant temple (Revelation 21-22). G.K. Beale, *The Temple and the Church’s Mission: A Biblical Theology of the Dwelling Place of God*, (Downers Grove, IVP, 2004), 29, 50-80 argues that the earth itself was established as a ‘cosmic temple’ and the story of the Bible is the story of that temple being re-inaugurated in the new creation but also of ‘messianic’ figures or leaders building altars and temples as ‘sacred space’ (96-108), essentially creating sacred social imaginaries via architecture and ‘cultic’ practice. For more on the earth as a temple, and the garden as its sanctuary, see J.H. Walton, *Ancient Near Eastern Thought and the Old Testament: Introducing the Conceptual World of the Hebrew Bible*, (Grand Rapids, Baker Academic, 2000), and J.H. Walton, *The Lost World of Genesis One*
This produces a sexual ethic. In a Christian marriage both bodies, male and female, belong to God, and to one another, and are both united to Jesus as ‘one flesh’ by the Spirit, and in the body of Christ.\(^{16}\) Our sexuality and our gender were designed to ‘image God’ and are transformed by the Spirit to reflect ‘the image of the son’ as we worship God together.\(^{17}\) There is a corporate, interdependent, aspect both to bearing the image of the triune God, and to our role as the temple, and thus to experiencing true human ends, or “fullness.”\(^{18}\)

Our experience of life in ‘the cosmos’ — including moments of ‘frisson’ (defined below) — are designed to reveal the divine nature and character of God to us; while our lives together as created things (people) within the cosmos, including our sexuality and our gender expression, are also to be aligned to this telos; revealing God to the world. Further, our sexuality and gender — whether offered in marriage, or in celibacy, point to the ‘marriage’ or ‘one flesh’ union between Christ and his bride, the church.\(^{19}\) The Christian story has a high view of sex, gender, and marriage because it sees us living as embodied characters within this story of the creation, fall, redemption and consummation of the cosmos in, through, with and for Jesus.\(^{20}\) I place this account here because it is a story we will return to after exploring the ‘subtraction’ story of the secular age.\(^{21}\)

**Taylor’s Diagnosis — Immanent temples and fluid sexuality**

Taylor’s thesis is that as we moderns have stripped the cosmos of enchantment and a divinely ordained ‘order.’ We have created the ‘buffered self,’ who now constructs

\(^{16}\) 1 Corinthians 6:15-7:4, 12:12-27

\(^{17}\) Romans 8:28-30, Further, when we return from idolatrous worship (ἐλάτρευσαν, Romans 1:25) to true worship (λατρεύειν, Romans 12:1) we ‘offer our bodies’ (plural) as ‘a living sacrifice’ (singular). Idolatrous worship deforms us individually and corporately (Romans 1:21-32), true worship and the ‘renewing of our minds’ by the Spirit transforms us from the “patterns of the world” (Romans 12:1-2).


\(^{19}\) Ephesians 5:21-33, Galatians 3:28, Revelation 19:6-8

\(^{20}\) Colossians 1:15-23

\(^{21}\) Taylor, *A Secular Age*, 157
meaning from *within* rather than *without*. This has involved a shifting ‘social imaginary’ from the Mediaeval age and order where transcendent and immanent reality overlapped in a “fully-realised” way such that the material world supported belief in the transcendent, to our modern view of a universe largely closed off from transience. This shift caused the re-imagination, or re-imaging, of the ‘self’ and allowed the construction of our own ‘personal’ identity, as we pursue fullness in the material universe rather than an enchanted cosmos. This re-ordered the moral landscape around sexuality and gender.

The ‘subtraction story’ Taylor tells is not simply the result of a scientific or materialist takeover. Christianity itself, through projects of reform, is also responsible. The process of “Reform” within the church that declared every inch of the saeculum sacred created the conditions for disenchantment (if everywhere is sacred, then nowhere really is). The democratization of the priesthood had a similar effect. Both moves collapsed the distance between the eschatological city of God and the “earthly” city, leading to an elevation of reason and natural law by Christians, where natural, not ‘sacred,’ arguments were mounted for Christian sexual morality, and the view of the body generally. A further turn in this subtraction story elevated our desires in the pursuit of fullness so that “sexual fulfillment, instead of being condemned as a path to perdition, is now seen as one of our greatest joys.” If Christian sexual ethics are natural and universal, not spiritual,
it is hard to justify any ‘essentially Christian,’ approach to sex and the body.\textsuperscript{32} This subtraction also shrinks the “horizon of transformation” (any eschatological horizon, or supernatural telos) from immanent life, leaving the modern self with a “telos of autarky.”\textsuperscript{33}

The buffered self emerged alongside a view of the body as the ‘private property’ of a person’s inner self or desires; a view developed from Locke’s use of natural law.\textsuperscript{34} As the ‘owner’ of one’s now liberated self, the individual in Taylor’s “age of authenticity” is freed to pursue ‘fullness’ through choice,\textsuperscript{35} typically ordered towards desire and “sensuality.”\textsuperscript{36} This cosmic and personal shift has implications for how physical space works. Under the old social imaginary, the physical architecture of the church, and the public ‘festive’ provided communal sacramental experiences. The new order features communal public experiences that produce ‘fusion;’ Taylor suggests these temporarily de-buffer the self, involving something like a shared religious experience akin to worship,\textsuperscript{37} brought about through embodied identity,

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item \textsuperscript{32} Taylor, \textit{A Secular Age}, 502, Taylor sees this coupled with narratives of self-realisation and sexual fulfillment combining to repel people from the Christian position.
\item \textsuperscript{33} Taylor, \textit{A Secular Age}, 138, 261, M.P Jensen, ‘In Spirit and in Truth’: Can Charles Taylor Help the Woman At the Well Find Her Authentic Self?, \textit{Studies in Christian Ethics}, 21.3, (2008), 325-341, 340, where Taylor, in his ‘ethics of authenticity’ speaks of a ‘horizon of significance’ he is talking about our human need to worship some transcendent other; a stream of thought picked up by J.K.A Smith in his Cultural Liturgies series and \textit{You Are What You Love}.
\item \textsuperscript{34} Taylor, \textit{A Secular Age}, 126-127, 159-171, 542, J. Locke, \textit{Second Treatise}, Chapter 16, document 3, chapter 5, 1689, retrieved online 1 July 2019, \url{http://press-pubs.uchicago.edu/founders/documents/v1ch16s3.html}, no pages. “every Man has a property in his own person. This no body has any right to but himself,” also, J. Habermas, \textit{The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere} (Wiley), Kindle Edition, 6-7, observes the transforming of public and private space that happens alongside the re-ordering of society that Taylor describes; where the ‘common man’ became the “private man” (and the ordinary soldier is labeled as a “private”) while those still attached to the feudal system — kings and lords were ‘public’ figures capable of representing a system larger than themselves; as people and societies were ‘democratised;’ as people became autonomous owners of their bodies as ‘private’ property we became free to rule our own ‘privates’ as soldiers in a quest to define and represent ourselves in public, Taylor, \textit{A Secular Age}, 484
\item \textsuperscript{35} Taylor, \textit{A Secular Age}, 135, 559-560, at 543-544 he makes the point that the sloughing off of the transcendent is not ‘necessary’ though it is possible, and the ‘immanent frame’ becomes ‘common’ or the default social imaginary in the modern west, though “Some of us want to live it as open to something beyond; some live it as closed,” at 550 he says either position requires a leap of faith.
\item \textsuperscript{36} Taylor, \textit{A Secular Age}, 299, 478-479, Taylor notes (480) that this ‘affirmation of sensitivity’ and reduction of aspiration to “consumer choice” is a caricature of what is slightly more complicated. It certainly can be viewed in these terms in some cases.
\item \textsuperscript{37} Taylor, \textit{A Secular Age}, 480-482,
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
and shared consumer choices. We are linked through and to “some higher world,” even if that’s the world of “Nike running shoes and star athletes.”

Individuals become not temples to transcendence, but ‘private properties’ with street frontage; publicly representing whatever gods the individual chooses. Identity is something performed as an expression of ‘private’ ownership of the body; this includes how an individual engages their private parts in privacy; that is, the performance includes one’s gender and sexual identities. According to Taylor (and also Habermas) this subtraction story narrowed the field for intimacy to marriage and family; and this gave rise to a desire for privacy. Marriage as the designated field for intimacy, especially sexual intimacy, becomes ‘essential’ to a full human life. According to Taylor we now ‘keep our bodies to ourselves,’ except in private; ‘mixing fluids’ with strangers (whether via a shared cup, or the intermingling of persons) was once normal, this becomes increasingly objectionable amongst moderns, yet these boundaries disappear amongst lovers in private, “Love-making itself is a mixing of fluids with abandon.” According to Taylor, the ‘buffered self’ steers clear of this ‘world of abandon,’ its barriers work against “physical desires” and “fascination with the body,” but these barriers also buffer against others. We will see below how at least one force — the combination of hookup culture and technology — is dealing differently when it comes to the ‘mixing of fluids’ and the ‘private’ field of marriage; but sex without intimacy is perhaps even more ‘buffered’ or buffering than the sex Taylor describes. This evolution is part of an outworking of

---

38 Taylor, A Secular Age, 483
39 Taylor, A Secular Age, 135-142, recognition itself, in the development of identity is not new, the pursuit of identity and glory is ancient, but that glory often came as a result of suppressing desire or emotions in favour of reason, control, or principle; the ‘modern age,’
40 Taylor, A Secular Age, 485
41 Taylor, A Secular Age, 140
42 Taylor, A Secular Age, 139-140
43 Taylor, A Secular Age, 142
developments from the 60s-70s where some rebelled against “the repression of the body by reason” in favour of the “fullness of sensuality.”

When the world was viewed as ‘enchanted’ it wasn’t simply that religious belief was plausible, the world was a stomping ground for spiritual beings, demons lurked terrifyingly in the wilderness. Taylor describes a phenomenon where what was once terrifying is now entertaining; our buffered selves sit safely in the cinema participating in horror to experience ‘thrills,’ or what Taylor calls “frisson” — a term describing a phenomenon colloquially called ‘a skin orgasm.’ The sublime can also give us a frisson. The experience of this ‘haunting’ frisson may then be a nod to transcendent fullness, or the overlap of heavens and earth. Perhaps the best experience of sexuality the buffered self can hope for — buffered sex — is not immanent fullness, but “frisson.” While sex itself was meant to be enchanting; sacramental even, buffered sex is only skin deep, or at best ‘cross pressured’ and its significance contested.

A ‘sacramental’ view of sex will not, by itself, produce re-enchantment, in fact, Taylor describes how church reform projects disenchanted sex; first because the medieval church taught sex was for procreation, not recreation, and then because the reformed tradition “put a damper on sexual pleasure” by inviting married couples to have sex for the glory of God.

---

44 Taylor, *A Secular Age*, 476-477, this represents a further shift from Brooks’ ‘BoBos’ who pursue sex with ‘earnest concern for self-improvement.
45 Taylor, *A Secular Age*, 337, 741, L. Harrison, P. Loui, “Thrills, chills, frissons, and skin orgasms: toward an integrative model of transcendent psychophysiological experiences in music,” *Frontier Psychology*, 23 July 2014, retrieved online 15 July 2019, https://doi.org/10.3389/fpsyg.2014.00790, no pages. This article explores the way ‘frisson’ and ‘transcendence,’ it says, of frisson, “It affects different parts of the body depending on the person and circumstances of induction, and retains similar sensory, evaluative, and affective biological and psychological components to sexual orgasm,” and that the centres in the brain that fire for visceral pleasures are fired by “transcendent psychophysiological” musical experiences producing a ‘skin orgasm’ or frisson.
46 Taylor, *A Secular Age*, 337
47 Taylor, *A Secular Age*, 636, Taylor points out that the modern landscape is “cross pressured,” and contested. He suggests his framework is not identifying a struggle between “two protagonists, but rather as a three-cornered, even perhaps four-cornered battle,” At 645 he shows how this affects sexuality when he says for some, “intense and profound sexual fulfillment focuses us powerfully on the exchange within the couple” creating attachment to “what is privately shared.”
48 Taylor, *A Secular Age*, 645
Taylor describes a process where this buffered self, because the body increasingly takes a back seat to reason, and later to desire, and ‘choice’ becomes ‘excarnate,’ we are, he says “more disembodied beings than our ancestors.” ⁴⁹ Excarnation is another product of the church; especially as Christianity moves from emphasising embodied practice to belief. ⁵⁰ According to Taylor, excarnation leads to a “repression of sexuality,” and avoiding, or being too timid around, questions of sexual identity.” ⁵¹

For buffered selves operating within the social imaginary of the immanent frame, the sex act has been disenchanted; still haunted perhaps, and a grounds for ‘frisson’ that might point towards fullness and enchantment, while at the same time, gender and sexuality have replaced the spiritual as drivers of the self and shapers of identity, such that individuals become ‘temples’ or images of some authentic vision of the self, drawn from within. This disenchantment of the cosmos, its new “social imaginary,” and the elevation of individual choice does not leave just one ‘scientific’ alternative to religion, but provides a multiplication of possible choices and social imaginaries, that Taylor calls the ‘nova effect.’ ⁵² This means groups debating sexuality and gender, who fail to take the plurality of social imaginaries into account, will talk past each other, and that the ‘battle of ideas’ is actually a contest of imaginaries. A Christian response to this new vision must chart a path back to an understanding of embodiment consistent with the theology outlined above; this will require a renewed, compelling, social imaginary. There is, however, another factor pushing modern humans towards disembodiment and disenchantment. Technology.

The disenchanting, buffering, power of technology

⁴⁹ Taylor, A Secular Age, 141, 288, 293, 554, 612-615, Taylor speaks of the relationship between the rise of reason and the falling away of the body, but also the counter rise of morality based on emotion, and these processes leading to excarnation, at 554 Taylor points out how Christianity itself became excarnate the more it transferred from ‘enfleshed’ forms of religious life to religion being “in the head.”


⁵¹ Taylor, A Secular Age, 771

⁵² Taylor, A Secular Age, 299, 302, 531, 556-557
Taylor acknowledges that our use of technology, or tools, can move us away from the ‘lived body’ aiding excarnation.\(^{53}\) Part of this move happens via media, as we alienate ourselves from ‘real fleshy reality;’ seeing persons presented in virtual, disembodied, images.\(^{54}\) Technology, as it shapes the ‘buffered’ self, especially around the area of sex and dating, has the capacity not to leave us as ‘buffered’ selves but ‘buffering selves’ — always loading, but never fully realised. Technology, especially pornography, online dating, and hookup apps have accelerated our disenchanted, mechanical, approach to sex; aiding the pursuit of ‘frisson,’ but pushing us further away from fullness — both the full, enchanted, potential of human sexuality, and its heavenly telos.

Media ecologist Marshall McLuhan, whose insights were shaped by the maxims ‘you become what you worship’ and ‘the media is the message’ saw technology having an ‘ecological’ or systemic effect, transforming, or distorting the people who use it; new media alters the ‘psychic and social complex,’ or the social imaginary.\(^{55}\) According to McLuhan, technology operates as an extension of the body, and new technology, as it is assimilated into human practices “nourish” human motivation and values, and “reform” human outlooks.\(^{56}\) Commentator Andrew Sullivan notes that technology — particularly the smart phone — ‘ratchet’ up the conditions of Taylor’s subtraction story and further move the modern social imaginary away from the conditions of religious belief; he says the smart phone doesn’t just threaten and re-shape our practices and our minds, but also our souls.\(^{57}\)

---

\(^{53}\) Taylor, *A Secular Age*, 741, Taylor sees both instrumentalism and our use of instruments move us away from the “network of agape” which is only “created in enfleshment.”

\(^{54}\) Taylor, *A Secular Age*, 740-741


Technology now shapes how humans experience sexuality. Hook-up culture and visually based online dating platforms have developed alongside the disenchanted of marriage and sexuality. The buffering of the self was accelerated by such technology, which disembodies our experience of dating and relationships, disconnects us from physical relationship networks, and even ‘place’ (though location based dating apps ‘augment’ physical space). Most heterosexual and homosexual couples now meet online.

While ‘hooking up’ is easier than ever; this social change has resulted in less sexual connection between people, not more, and thus, if the modern self increasingly sees sex as a basis for fullness, the modern self is likely to be disappointed. Sexual ‘frisson’ is increasingly a one-person affair, again, more technology fuelled buffering. 

Mark Regnerus is one of many voices suggesting that pornography is transforming the fabric of relationships as individuals turn to pornography for sexual satisfaction. Regnerus suggests that in economic terms, social and technological

58 M. Rosenfeld, ‘Disintermediating your friends,’ 6, A. Ansari, Modern Romance: An Investigation, (Penguin Books Ltd). Kindle Edition, 31, 108, 245-246, Ansari notes that part of the ‘disembodying’ affect of online dating has users spending more time trawling potential dates online than on dating in the flesh, he also observes that location based dating platforms represent a return to the hyper-local approach to dating that was common generations ago.


60 M. Regnerus, ‘The Death of Eros,’ First Things, 276 Oct 2017, 15-17, 15, he also points out the “vast majority of sex happens within long term, well defined, relationships,” a point also explored in G. Harrison, A Better Story: God, Sex And Human Flourishing. IVP. Kindle Edition.

61 M. Regnerus, K. Beaty, ‘Sex economics 101: Mark Regnerus, the early-marriage sociologist, shares his latest reseach on young adults’ sexual attitudes and behavior,’ Christianity Today, 55 no 2 Feb
changes have made marriage more expensive, and sex cheaper: “The cheap sex that was made possible by the Pill, further discounted by pornography, and made more efficient by Tinder has proven to be a bad bargain for women, leaving them (and, in turn, men) lonelier and less connected than they once were.”

Social commentator David Brooks sees this technological approach to sexuality “commodifying people” and disenchanting life. He suggests the mechanism of technology is antithetical to love itself, and that we must take “the enchantment leap” if we want to move towards something more like fullness. In Taylorian terms the ‘enchantment leap’ on questions of sexuality, gender, and even how we view the body, is a ‘leap of faith’ — but so too is to continue the process of excarnation. Brooks said love requires not a ‘buffered’ self but a vulnerability that “lowers the boundaries between self and self,” and that “building a capacity for enchantment,” is a “fervent need” in a “technical culture” where the institutions that support enchantment have been marginalised. It is to this task we now turn.

A Christian response to sex in public: from ‘sex has a price tag’ to ‘sex has a telos’

Christian contributions to debates around gender and sexuality have tended towards negativity on sex and the body. Christian contributions are either ‘natural

2011, 26-28, 27-28, Regnerus, like Taylor sees an emerging pattern of ‘serial monogamy’, A Secular, 496
65 Taylor, A Secular Age, 646
66 Brooks, ‘Devotion Leap,’ Taylor identifies the same issue and calls for the transformation of our desires, “What have to be transformed are the desires themselves. Sexual desire has to grow into a more profound, more fully engaging love; self-affirmation into a devotion to those we love, sympathy has to become more awake to the real predicament of those around us, and so on.” Taylor, A Secular Age, 646
67 Brooks, ‘Devotion Leap,’ we live in “a culture and an online world that encourages a very different mind-set; in a technical culture in which humanism, religion and the humanities, which are the great instructors of enchantment, are not automatically central to life.”
law’ driven, or fail to account for the modern, immanent, social imaginary, and so will fail, both because they reinforce the divide Taylor identifies, and continue to ‘disenchant’ sex by focusing on immanent natural law, or purity based ‘price tag’ arguments for sexual piety (whether focused on disease or moral purity). Such contributions are too often political, without noting the shifting architecture of belief described by Taylor. An effective contribution to contemporary debates — whether within the church, or in public — requires a renewed, enchanted, social imaginary; that might captivate. Our task then is to determine what shape such an attempt should take; looking either to an ideal moment in history, or a coherent Christian story like the one outlined above.

Taylor gives reason to believe that such a project would be worthwhile, he describes a “malaise of modernity;” the feeling that the disenchanted world is ‘empty,’ and can’t actually deliver fullness. He says, that happiness pursued as an end, once realised, delivers a “cosmic yawn.” This observation parallels with any treatment of orgasm as the end of human sexuality; that might justify probing through ‘frisson’ towards fullness. Many technology users — whether through hookup apps, or pornography, are yawning.

68 Taylor, A Secular Age, 550
69 On moral, or theological, purity, see Taylor, A Secular Age, 496, the reference to the ‘price tag’ approach is to an abstinence only video I once had to watch titled Sex Has A Price Tag, a video is available here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ycf-y9r5x5U
70 J.D Hunter, To Change the World: The Irony, Tragedy, and Possibility of Christianity in the Late Modern World, (Oxford University Press), Kindle Edition, 102-103, 185-186, Hunter describes the modern “politicization of everything,” calling for Christians to imaginatively ‘decouple the public from the political’ so to “open up other options for engaging the world… that do not require the state, the law, or a political party.”
71 Taylor, A Secular Age, 549, describes the effect of strong imaginaries; rather than being threatened by those, the church might create its own, 556-557, then describes the sort of world that might invoke transcendence even within the immanent frame.
72 Taylor, A Secular Age, 734-735, Taylor doesn’t believe the answer for this renewed imaginary lies in the past, in Christendom, because there’s a question of whether we can actually go back, not just whether we’d want to if we could.
73 Taylor, A Secular Age, 302, 309, This malaise involves the haunting sense that “we are missing something” or “living behind a screen” — he is not referring to technology and its distorting effects directly, but rather that we see through a glass darkly
74 Taylor, A Secular Age, 717, 721, part of this is because happiness is ‘temporal’ while joy, even immanent joy, strives towards the eternal.
There are some related suggestions Taylor’s framework offers may aid building a re-enchantment of the social imaginary consistent with the story above, and so shape a fresh approach to debates around sexuality and gender. First is to tell the story that gives us back our bodies, ‘incarnate’ and re-enchanted, by connecting ‘frisson’ to fullness. This will rechart a sacramental ‘sacred geography’ of the cosmos, our bodies, reaffirming the eschatological telos of all things “in Christ,” but also rediscovering an ‘immanent’ sense of God’s presence “in his creation;” and in our bodies not as private property, or secular space, but as temples of the Holy Spirit. This means recasting experiences of ‘frisson’ or orgasm, in our sexual union as anticipations of the fullness of the new creation and the consummation of our union with Christ, our “erotic desire and the love of God,” our experience of intimacy or oneness in sex to our union with Christ. This also means articulating a sexual ethic that is distinctively Christian (and limited to Christians).

Second, is to adopt an approach not just focused on ‘stamping out something’ negative, ‘ending’ one’s sex life or expression of a gender identity, but on growth as characters formed in the Christian story.

Third, is the need for an embodied form of Christian “communion of the saints” in a ‘network of agape;’ an ‘incarnate’ vision of life with God and each other.

---


76 Taylor, *A Secular Age*, 288, 613, 763, 766, the rehabilitation of the body is a “felt need” in the west, and while not suppressing the sexual or sensual desires feels like an undoing of excarnation, it’s only partial because it does nothing about disenchantment, Taylor sees the “aesthetic experience” and embodied feeling as part of the resistance to excarnation because it can “open us to something higher.” This might include a rediscovery of the place of the sacraments themselves, as per the James K.A Smith project.


78 Taylor, *A Secular Age*, 767


80 Taylor, *A Secular Age*, 646
with coherent communal practices different to the world;[81] these include a “reclaiming of the body and its pleasures,”[82] and a renunciation of desire that reflects the Christian narrative,[83] but must also involve a resistance to the deforming power of technology. These are the elements of a new social imaginary that would make a Christian stance on sexuality and gender at least internally plausible, and potentially externally persuasive.[84] What this describes, of course, is the church. [85] As Hunter puts it: “formation into a vision of human flourishing requires intentionality and the social, economic, intellectual, and cultural resources of a healthy, mutually dependent, and worshipping community provided for Christians by the church. Thus when the theologians... speak of the church as a polis or altera civitas, marked by a distinct narrative recounted in distinct practices, a distinct telos whose form and substance is defined by the coming kingdom, and the presence of the Spirit at work among believers through Word and sacrament, they are gesturing in precisely this direction, and their instincts are exactly right.”[86]

---

81 Taylor, *A Secular Age*, 553-554, 739, 751-752, 754, 771
82 Taylor, *A Secular Age*, 507
83 Taylor, *A Secular Age*, 644, 648, 766-767, at 772 Taylor suggests the Reformation, in trying to ‘re-enchant’ sex against the backdrop of medieval Christianity, ended up creating a situation where celibate vocations were discredited and renunciation viewed with suspicion as a form of ‘madness or self-mutilation.’ This must be a non-platonic or Gnostic renunciation, that acknowledges the good of that being sacrificed for a greater thing as a response to the self-emptying of God in Christ. Reclaiming the body in this fashion has the advantage of resonating with the desires of moderns.
84 Hunter, *To Change the World*, 263, Hunter says the plausibility of the Christian faith for believers requires a community, the church, a cultural context where “meaning, purpose, beauty, and belonging are possible,” while persuading others depends “on a social environment in which faith—any faith—is plausible.”
85 Hunter, *To Change the World*, 283-283, The church is this community; the ‘plausibility structure’ for Christian belief. Hunter also suggests we, the church, should engage in a period of silence, learning how to enact our faith in public through acts of shalom rather than attempting to pursue shalom through ‘political’ means, Berger, *The Sacred Canopy*, 46-47, “The reality of the Christian world depends upon the presence of social structures within which this reality is taken for granted and within which successive generations of individuals are socialized in such a way that this world will be real to them.” ultimately the church, is not simply the ‘plausibility structure’ for Christian belief, to return to a distinction between Taylor and Berger, the church as both community and institution, with its habits and architecture, is part of the social imaginary
86 Hunter, *To Change the World*, 283
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